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F O R E W O R D

Foreword

The past few years have seen a proliferation in both the Internet of Things (IoT) and Big 
Data, generating new value for consumers, governments and businesses, as well as new 
business opportunity for ICT companies spanning many industries and activities. Connect-
ed devices are enabling quicker, more precise and smarter decision-making (such as for 
consumers); safer, more efficient ways of working (such as in health or mining); and more 
sustainable ways of living (such as in smart and connected cities). 

As Big data techniques are applied to data sourced from 
the IoT and other sources (referred to in this report as IoT 
Big data), there will be a race for firms to unlock value as 
businesses transform and scale new markets. A signifi-
cant question hinges around the role to be played by 
Mobile Network operators (MNos), key to providing IoT 
connectivity but also to provide significant value beyond 
connectivity.  Many MNos around the world are exploring 
or actively pursuing such opportunity, to compete for a 
share of new value by deploying their significant capa-
bilities, and also to diversify their IoT revenue base away 
from a reliance upon only connectivity. 

whilst significant, the profile and scale of this new cohort 
of opportunities needs to be better understood by MNos. 
The purpose of this report is to:

 Î estimate the market opportunity for MNos in IoT  
 Big data, based on analysis, executive interviews  
 and end-user perspectives and particularly  
 focusing on 2025 as a point at which the estimated  
 market will be worth $386 billion.

 Î explain strategies for operators ‘beyond  
 connectivity’ in this exciting new marketplace, so  
 that it becomes clearer how MNos can carve out a  
 role in IoT Big data.

 Î Provide perspectives on building essential  
 capabilities for operators to play a significant role  
 as ICT providers in the emerging digital landscape.

 Î describe market developments in IoT Big data  
 which illustrate what the opportunity consists of and  
 how MNos are currently taking action. 

 Î Set out next steps for MNos to succeed in the  
 market.

The findings of this report have been informed by a  
PwC survey and interviews undertaken with 20  
leading executives from MNos, technology and IoT  
end-user companies, as well as desktop research to  
understand market size, major use cases and proliferation 
of IoT Big data in different markets. Quotes from  
executives are included to indicate both market senti-
ment and lessons learned for MNos in IoT Big data. 

This report also aims to provide essential context to  
address apprehensions held by operators – including that 
some aspects of the IoT Big data space are too divergent 
from traditional business models for them to play a sig-
nificant role. MNo positioning is critical, since the growth 
areas are diverse in nature and will scale uniquely by 
industry and region, meaning that careful planning  
of go-to-market strategies will be necessary. The invest-
ments in IoT Big data will be significant, and the  
strategies set out in this report establish a framework for 
evaluating which opportunities to target, how to enter 
and how to ultimately succeed in this value-rich and 
potentially highly profitable space.
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exeCuTIve SuMMAry

IoT Big Data presents a significant opportunity for MNOs to diversify revenue sources 
and counteract the declining ARPU for cellular connectivity that is occurring in many 
parts of the world. IoT Big Data is emerging from growth in new data sets being collected 
through connected devices and the combination of this data with non-IoT sourced data. 
IoT Big Data projects are gaining traction world-wide as industries work to fundamentally 
change ways of living and working, as well as addressing new markets.

In 2025, the global addressable market for MNOs in 
IoT Big Data ‘beyond connectivity’ is estimated at ap-
proximately $386 billion. This addressable opportunity 
forms part of a broader $1.1 trillion opportunity in IoT as 
a whole as estimated by GSMA Intelligence1. Address-
ing this opportunity will position MNos for a wider role 
in enabling ICT-powered ecosystems in industries and 
cities, harnessing wider growth opportunities in Artificial 
Intelligence and Machine Learning.

1 GSMA Intelligence, 2018, Global IoT Connections and revenue Forecast.  
 https://www.gsma.com/newsroom/press-release/new-gsma-study-operators-must-look-beyond-connectivity-to-increase-share/ 

Figure 1: $386 billion - iot Big Data beyond connectivity opportunity Source: PwC analysis
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Mobile Network Operators may adopt alternative 
strategies to address the market opportunity ‘beyond 
connectivity’, fashioned by options around how and 
where they develop capabilities in data use, big data ana-
lytics, storage, infrastructure and software. MNos may 
partner across the value chain, make acquisitions where 
strategic, further develop support systems and organisa-
tional structure to scale up in these domains.

Regional opportunities will differ, particularly given 
the varied nature of IoT uptake, infrastructure, vertical 
opportunities, the industrial policy environment and the 
evolution of Big data across the world. Although the IoT 
Big data market as a whole is expected to grow evenly 
between the Americas, europe, the Middle east and Af-
rica (eMeA) and the Asia Pacific (APAC), the propensity 
to spend on ICT solutions in specific verticals will mature 
quicker in advanced markets and China.

Advanced countries are likely to develop more  
competitive, open and complex IoT Big Data ecosys-
tems compared to emerging markets. In these markets, 
such as in North America, europe, Japan and Australia, 
MNos will have to pursue diverse tactics to compete for 
contestable opportunity in every value chain segment 
(beyond connectivity), either confronting other ICT eco-
system players head on, or partnering with ICT players. 
developing countries in Asia, Latin America and Africa 
are likely to experience a steadier uptake in IoT Big data 
over the period to 2025.

China is an outlier in the adoption of IoT Big Data, of-
fering scale and depth as well as opportunities for local 
MNos to develop end-to-end plays in IoT Big data as part 
of a tightly coordinated ecosystem with other Chinese 
ICT companies. In this respect, China is already different 
to other markets with similar levels of development or 
GdP/capita. Favourable economic growth conditions and 
support from central agencies to invest in IoT Big data 
are key enablers of the opportunity in China.

In other emerging markets, such as Indonesia,  
Thailand or Turkey, major MNOs are likely to play 
a pre-eminent role in the IoT Big Data value chain 
compared to their equivalents in larger or more advanced 
markets. This is because in such markets, MNos are often 
perceived to be a major ICT player given the speed and 
scale with which mobile connectivity has grown in signifi-
cance in such markets over the past two decades.
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MNOs need to build specific capabilities to compete for a greater proportion of the IoT Big data opportunity, with a 
particular focus on building:

MNos will also have to compete more effectively in the jobs market to win and secure the right talent, particularly in 
high demand areas such as big data, data handling, machine learning and artificial intelligence. In addition, skills, such as 
software-defined network engineers, are now in demand by many different types of organisations, some of which are 
proving more successful at attracting younger talent than MNos. Therefore, resourcing will be an important consider-
ation in addressing the new opportunities.

Commercial capabilities especially in building partnerships and novel collaboration  
models with other ICT companies as well as harnessing network assets which can be  
applied to solve industry problems. MNOs will have a key role in supporting customer  
transformation through IoT Big Data; 

Technical capabilities extending into newer areas such as analytics and integration (i.e. the 
interaction of networks, software and operations technology), and deeper into managing
complex network coordination, data traffic management, latency, interoperability
and security;

Cultural skills and organisational agility fit for the IoT Big Data world where MNOs will 
need to take on attributes that historically are more the domain of ICT companies. This will 
include a need to be nimbler, embrace a more consultative role in deal creation, business 
development and sales, applying “dev ops” skills as well as embracing cross-industry and  
partnership collaboration.
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1. MArkeT oPPorTuNITy

The IoT creates value at the outset from connecting devices. This is because expanded 
data sets are available from IoT devices which enable more advanced analytics capabili-
ties to be developed. In turn these contribute to wider-reaching efficiency, automation and 
self-optimisation tools in doing business or providing services. Such opportunities give 
rise to “IoT Big Data”, comprising a range of activities that go beyond IoT connectivity and 
into activities such as artificial intelligence and machine learning.  Big Data opportunities 
also combine both IoT and non-IoT sourced data (such as economic growth, trade, pricing, 
weather, environment, demographic or land title data).  The breadth of applications for IoT 
Big Data is illustrated in Figure 2. 

1.1   DEFININg IoT BIg DATA

Figure 2: What is the iot Big Data Opportunity? Source: PwC analysis
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Around the world, IoT deployments are rapidly increasing. According to GSMA Intelligence, 
the number of connected devices (IoT and non-IoT) is predicted to climb to 25 billion  
globally by 2025.2 whilst broader digital transformation is still in its infancy, uses of IoT in 
conjunction with non-IoT sourced data and advanced Big data analytics techniques are  
beginning to demonstrate transformative possibilities across industry and society,  
underlined by the following examples:3

 PREDICTIvE ASSET  
 MAINTENANCE
 

using IoT Big data solutions, the global capital 
goods manufacturer CNH Industrial N.v.  
reduced average downtime for tractors,  
combines and harvesting machinery by around 
50 per cent. 

According to PTC’s Product Lifecycle report, in 
a typical auto manufacturing factory, downtime 
can cost $1.3 million per hour. IoT technologies 
have been releasing optimisation benefits of 
between 5-20 per cent of a typical factory’s 
productive capacity in recent case studies.4

 PROFESSIONAl  
 SERvICES
 

Smart buildings are being commissioned  
world-wide. early mover Intel created one of the 
first smart buildings in India in 2016, achieving 
increased energy efficiency, operational effec-
tiveness and fostering a healthier, more  
productive workforce. For example, findings 
from sensors installed throughout Intel’s  
office suites revealed that 50 per cent of all 
desks in the building were unoccupied at any 
given time, an insight which allowed the  
company to accommodate 40 per cent more 
workers into the same office space.5

2 GSMA Intelligence, 2018, Global IoT Connections and revenue Forecast.
3 Macquarie research, 2018, Iox.
4 Gary wollenhaupt, 2016, PTC, IoT Slashes downtime with Predictive Maintenance, accessed 16 August 2019,  
 https://www.ptc.com/en/product-lifecycle-report/iot-slashes-downtime-with-predictive-maintenance
5 Forrester, 2018, Case Study: use IoT To Transform your office Into A Smart Building, accessed 16 August 2019
 https://www.forrester.com/report/extend+IoT+Smart+Building+Solutions+To+Transform+The+workplace/-/e-reS132901 

1.2   ThE EMERgENCE OF IoT BIg DATA

m a R k E t  O p p O R t u N i t y
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 EMERgENCy RESPONSE  
 MANAgEMENT:
 

when Hurricane Harvey, a Category 4 hurricane 
which made landfall in the united States, Latin 
America and the Caribbean, flooded parts of 
Texas a disaster response Program developed 
by esri was employed to assist first responders 
in coordinating relief efforts.7 The programme 
generated real-time data visualisations for relief 
workers by aggregating data sourced from 
public IoT sensors of the Federal emergency 
Management Agency (FeMA), as well as data 
from flood gauge sensors, satellites, drones and 
apps with crowd-sourced information on traffic 
conditions.8

 PuBlIC 
 SERvICES:
 

A number of cities around the world, including 
several cities in Australia,6 are investing in smart 
bins and city sensors which not only automate 
and improve delivery of government services 
such as waste collection and street lighting. 
They also collect data on traffic and environ-
mental issues such as flooding and air quality 
which inform public policy.

 lOgISTICS:
 

Global logistics company dHL unlocked material 
operational efficiencies in its business through 
employing Huawei’s cloud IoT platform,  
oceanConnect, which provides device manage-
ment, connectivity, big data analytics,  
operations management, security and open 
APIs. In a solution pilot at one storage plant, 
efficiency was boosted by 25 per cent and the 
average job time was cut from 2,330 to 1,750 
seconds. on-site labour costs were reduced  
by 50 per cent due to automated loading 
schedules, cutting schedule creation time  
by 87 per cent.9 

6 discussion with PwC and City of Melbourne representative, June 2019
7 Network world, 2017, Tech enabled disaster response to Hurricane Harvey, accessed 26 August 2019 
 https://www.networkworld.com/article/3221334/tech-enabled-disaster-response-to-hurricane-harvey.html
8 esri, 2017, The Think Tank Series: IoT and Big data Get real, accessed 26 August 2019 
 https://www.esri.com/about/newsroom/publications/wherenext/iot-big-data-get-real/
9 Huawei Technologies, 2018, Communicate, Issue 84, accessed 27 August 2019   
 https://www-file.huawei.com/-/media/corporate/pdf/publications/communicate/84/84-en.pdf
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MNos who are exploring or venturing into activities across this value chain are already becoming involved
in a number of these activities, described below:       

CONNECTIvITy: Connecting IoT devices via 
secure and trusted networks to a scale far in 
excess of human used device connections,  

including device-generated data and transporting it seam-
lessly and securely over networks that span the world.

ClOuD AND hARDwARE: Storing bulk data 
(including IoT data) sets on public or pri-
vate cloud servers, including providing data 

security and protection in storage, optimisation of data 
storage availability, facilitation of secure access and data 
storage back up.

PlATFORMS: Managing data (and devices) on 
platforms used by third parties. This includes 
connectivity management, device manage-

ment, network security, device security, data security, 
application enablement, data processing such as image 
interpretation and conversion, security / credentials  
verification, and edge computing solutions to optimise 
data storage, caching and localisation.

APPlICATIONS:  Solutions for IoT, including  
application development, application level  
security, de-identification services, load and 

latency management, energy efficiency, distribution and 
licensing and identity and attributes (security) layers.

ANAlyTICS AND BIg DATA (BD)  
SOFTwARE:  Analytics that  includes the 
creation of complex algorithms, rule-based 

engines for applying analytics ethically and responsibly, 
developing software required to execute these advanced 
analytics techniques and providing bespoke reporting on  
applications (including data visualisation).

PROFESSIONAl SERvICES: Professional 
services to design, implement and operate 
IoT networks. Providing data treatment and 

consulting on solutions involving Big data, Analytics, 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) and  
planning mobile edge computing strategies. 
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The IoT presents one of several gateways into digital frontiers which will play pivotal roles  
in the broader technological opportunity enabled by artificial intelligence and machine 
learning, sometimes referred to as the fourth industrial revolution (4Ir).  According to  
analysts, 4Ir will create new value to the tune of 5-10 per cent of world GdP by the late 
2020s.10 For MNos, securing a role in the IoT value chain today presents a longer-term  
opportunity to capture revenue within this wider technological opportunity to leverage  
artificial intelligence and machine learning across economy and society.

1.3 MOBIlE NETwORk OPERATORS CAN SuCCEED IN “BEyOND  
 CONNECTIvITy” IN IoT BIg DATA

10 Gartner, 2018, Invest Implications: ‘Forecast: The Business value of Artificial Intelligence, worldwide, 2017-2025’ accessed 1 July 2019
 https://www.gartner.com/en/documents/3868494

Figure 3: mNOs leading the charge are experiencing considerable growth in iot initiatives
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MNos’ capabilities in the following nine distinct areas can help them to leverage opportunities in IoT Big data beyond  
connectivity:

1. IoT connectivity  
experience: 

MNos have a unique ability to con-
nect multiple types of IoT connected 
devices onto common, intercon-
nected mobile networks nationally 
and globally and provide interoper-
ability with other networks, sensor 
types and data sources.  MNos 
have distinct connectivity capabili-
ties (such as in optimised network 
design and efficiency, higher quality 
of service, ultra-low latency con-
trol, guaranteed route and traffic 
optimisation and network security) 
to differentiate core connectivity of-
ferings and create relevance beyond 
connectivity.

2. local market presence,  
penetration and reach:

MNos’ unrivalled market presence 
on the ground and ability to service 
the essential needs of a wide range 
of customers complements the 
skill sets of ICT players who have 
access to the latest innovation but 
struggle to penetrate local markets 
in multiple geographies and do not 
understand local buying behav-
iour. This is particularly the case 
in emerging markets in Asia, Latin 
America, the Middle east and Africa, 
where multinational ICT companies 
often struggle to compete locally 
due to a lack of distribution and 
channel partners.

3. Deploying at  
mass scale: 

Mobile operators have a proven 
track record of achieving significant 
capacity, coverage and customer 
reach in geographic markets, scaling 
millions of connections and handling 
volumes of data generated with 
high reliability and minimal faults. 
distributors help to enable the IoT 
partner ecosystem, procuring equip-
ment from IT vendors and distribut-
ing to their large, on-the-ground 
customer base. This provides a 
channel to market for IT vendors 
that they could not afford to build 
on their own. A key differentiator for 
MNos to play roles in these solu-
tions is their unique ability to scale 
quickly through their retail sales and 
distribution channels to reach, ser-
vice and charge businesses. Larger 
MNos are providing data brokerage 
platforms for a similar purpose, such 
as deutsche Telekom (data Intel-
ligence Hub), Telstra (data Hub) and 
China Mobile (oneNeT), used by IoT 
projects and businesses to create 
value. MNos expressed during in-
terviews that local market presence 
was a particular advantage in IoT 
Big data.

4. Provisioning, pricing and billing 
for connected services at scale: 

MNos have the authentication, 
administration and billing capabil-
ity to provision and scale up IoT 
services through standardised pric-
ing and commercial arrangements 
for many different customers. This 
distinct capability can be leveraged 
to address the billing needs for mass 
IoT deployments to be monetised, 
benefiting from MNos’ established 
network provider role. All of the 
MNo executives interviewed for this 
report confirmed possessing carrier 
billing capability that can be valu-
able beyond connectivity.

5. Collection and ingestion of data 
into wider information sets: 

MNos are uniquely placed to factor 
network telematics and/or ag-
gregated mobile network usage 
data and ingest it into big data and 
analytics platforms. Forty per cent 
of MNos interviewed for this report 
indicated that the ability of MNos 
to collect and process mobile data 
was a key advantage in IoT Big data, 
referencing potential use cases such 
as asset tracking and logistics.
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Nathan McGregor,  
VP APAC Data Analytics and IoT, Hitachi

To successfully grow  
in the IoT economy,  

telcos will have to leverage 
their traditional strengths and 
differentiation by providing 
systems for managing large 
scale connections, low-latency 
connections for real-time  
monitoring/automation, and 
high data throughput  
capability for integrating  
edge to cloud networks.

6. Provision of bespoke analytics 
and reporting: 

Based on skill sets built over many 
years by engineers who keep net-
works running at high performance 
and optimised for cost, efficiency and 
spectrum scarcity – such skills and 
resources could be applied to driving 
the performance required from a 
distributed IoT network serving the 
individual Big data needs of a wide 
range of customers.

7. Image and other diverse data  
processing: 

with the advent of IoT Big data and 
advances in artificial intelligence 
and machine learning, MNos are in 
a unique position to harness their 
capabilities in processing different 
types of data that may be collected 
over mobile networks, such as images 
of objects, physical environments or 
people.  As MNos develop their ob-
ject processing skills in areas such as 
compression, routing, ultra-high fidel-
ity video/audio, secure transport, and 
convolutional neural networks they 
are likely to find new opportunities in 
big data analytics and activities which 
enable a variety of smart, AI-driven 
services.

8. large and expanding data scale: 

The volume and variety of data 
being collected over IoT networks 
is growing rapidly, with estimates 
that between 2016 and 2022, total 
mobile data traffic volumes will rise 

at a compound annual growth rate of 
approximately 45 per cent.11 As con-
nected devices evolve, the richness of 
data will deepen.  Increased volumes 
and demand for more granularity will 
provide an opportunity for MNos to 
emerge as the foremost leaders in 
handling and transporting data across 
all types of networks (licensed/unli-
censed wireless and fixed), as well as 
consulting and providing platforms 
for data management, presence, low 
latency processing and hierarchical 
storage.

9. Trust and security: 

over half of MNos interviewed for 
this report considered trust and 
security to be among MNos’ top 
strengths in IoT Big data.  operators 
have experience in handling sensitive 
data, secure transmission, storage, 
aggregation and anonymisation. 
whilst such data management capa-
bilities are diverse, MNos are relied 
upon by governments and businesses 
for handling mission-critical com-
munications, such as for defence, 
national security, emergency services 
or law enforcement. MNo executives 
interviewed stressed that trust ema-
nates from their roles as licensed and 
regulated companies, accustomed to 
designing solutions under guidance 
from regulatory authorities and this 
has enabled MNos to garner trusted 
reputations in the ICT market.

11 ericsson, Future mobile data usage and traffic growth, accessed 8 August 2019  
 https://www.ericsson.com/en/mobility-report/future-mobile-data-usage-and-traffic-growth
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Opportunity by value chain segment 

MNos’ addressable revenues in IoT Big data  
predominantly lie in Platforms, Cloud and Hardware,  
Applications, Analytics and Solutions and Professional 
Services. As shown in Figure 4, MNos’ addressable  
segments of the IoT Big data market outside of connec-
tivity are expected to grow rapidly, such that by 2023  
the addressable market opportunity in each of these  
segments outside connectivity is projected to overtake 
that of connectivity.

By 2025, the addressable market for MNos in IoT Big data beyond connectivity is estimated 
at $386 billion.12 This is based on PwC’s analysis undertaken in preparing this report, derived
from market estimates by various analysts including GSMA Intelligence. This report refers 
to the 2025 opportunity in most parts, representing what is expected by that time to be a 
more mature, addressable market for MNos.

1.4 SIzINg ThE ADDRESSABlE OPPORTuNITy FOR MNOS

12 Market sizing estimates are based upon data from GSMA Intelligence and wikibon research, on the global IoT and Big data markets respectively,  
 supplemented from other data from sources as summarised in Annex A.  

The growth in addressable  
revenue opportunity by going  
beyond IoT connectivity is 5-15 
times the IoT connectivity  
revenue growth opportunity.  
This is materially significant for 
operators, and a chance to  
capture new streams of profitable 
industry revenue growth.
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ClOuD AND hARDwARE: A number of MNos are building 
or have built cloud and hosting capabilities which comple-
ment services from generic storage providers. Solution/ap-
plication providers seeking coverage over wide geographi-

cal areas (national or international) may approach an MNo to provide 
data centre and cloud computing resources and connectivity which 
can leverage the infrastructure of the MNo’s cloud across borders or 
regions. This offers advantages of optimising data transport for security, 
efficiency and latency.

PlATFORMS:  Mobile operators have the capabilities 
required to build and operate device and data management 
platforms. MNos can provide APIs that interact with  
devices, automate orchestration, conduct simple analyt-

ics and manage policy. A small number of major operators also see 
a specific role in providing data exchange platforms which will act as 
marketplaces for organisations to gain access to rich data sets hosted 
by MNos.

APPlICATIONS:  MNos could invest further in skills and 
partnerships which enable applications for supporting IoT 
solutions and services, including solutions such as image 
processing, network security and asset tracking, as well as 

applied specifically into verticals. The applications segment is relatively 
advanced in many markets, larger than the platforms and cloud seg-
ments. This is not traditionally a space where MNos have commanded 
a major market presence. The above examples illustrate specific spaces 
where MNos can build and sustain an addressable role. In line with this, 
the interviewed MNos expressed that applications were not to be a 
major strategic focus in the coming years, however, this still represents a 
significant opportunity space for those MNos interested. The relatively 
larger size of addressable opportunity in this space reflects the overall 
size of the applications market.

The value chain opportunity in more detail

MNos can address the market value for IoT Big data ‘beyond connectivity’, as shown in the value chain below:

$48bnaddressable mNO

opportunity

2025in

market

$32bnaddressable mNO

opportunity

2025in

market

$78 bn
addressable mNO

opportunity

2025in

market
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ANAlyTICS AND BIg DATA SOFTwARE: MNos could 
provide value added services in IoT Big data either through 
in-house capabilities or partnerships, whereby operators 
provide analytics downstream from consulting services. 

MNos such as Telefonica and orange Business Services have branched 
out into acquiring businesses which provide consulting services in using 
data and developing big data insights and solutions (see box below). 
Such MNos have an opportunity to enhance the addressable opportu-
nity of such consulting units if they can combine their IoT connectivity 
offerings into wider propositions that span into monetising or leveraging 
IoT data. MNos are also partnering with major consulting firms, taking 
up roles to provide expertise in line with their domain skills.

PROFESSIONAl SERvICES:  whilst MNos are not
traditionally strong in providing professional services
per se, a number of operators indicated that opportunities 
are likely to emerge for providing support to organisations 

(principally enterprises, such as logistics companies, mining opera-
tors or manufacturing plants) in planning for and executing complex 
network connectivity strategies to serve their communications enabled 
business activities. MNos have a valuable role to play in professional 
services given their experience and market presence, for example by 
providing more agile and flexible processes for on-boarding and con-
necting devices. distributors, value added resellers or systems inte-
grators often bundle such solutions together with their own, offering 
integration, customisation, consulting, training and implementation ser-
vices. Mobile operators such as orange Business Services and vodafone 
are offering professional services to consult and help their customers 
to implement IoT solutions, reflecting that traditional consulting firms 
need a better grasp of their customers’ challenges being on the frontline 
of IoT Big data. MNos with experience in Big data techniques and 
implementation experience should consider the market opportunity for 
greenfield projects in artificial intelligence and machine learning.

$110 bn
addressable mNO

opportunity

2025in

market

$118 bn
addressable mNO

opportunity

2025in

market

MNOs emerging as analytics providers – Telefonica LuCA: Telefonica’s Big data unit, LuCA, was conceived after Tele-
fonica’s acquisition of Synergic Partners in 2015. Scaled in over 20 countries across over 160 clients, LuCA provides busi-
ness insights, tools and infrastructure for data analytics and consulting services. It also comprises Telefonica’s data-based 
advertising business. drawing on core capabilities acquired in artificial intelligence, LuCA’s footprint extends outside its 
original regional market into China, partnering with China unicom and in Israel with Pelephone, as well as undertaking other 
collaborations with Huawei, Qlick, Hortonworks and Stratio. Some of the specific solutions LuCA has provided include pro-
viding sports analytics services to increase performance in eSports and cycling.

Michael Stribling,  
Digital Services Lead, Spark, New Zealand

The Systems  
Integrator model is 

worth looking into for telcos, 
considering their closeness 
to local markets and ability to 
create optimum price points 
for customers.
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Regional and vertical opportunity

The IoT Big data opportunity splits relatively evenly 
across regions: the Americas, eMeA (europe, Middle east 
and Africa) and APAC (Asia Pacific), at approximately 
$145 bn MNo addressable opportunity per region in 2025 
(see Figure 6). There are, however, important differences 
in the industry opportunity across regions, reflected in 
different GdP industry compositions, the openness and 
readiness of countries to technology adoption, and the 
propensity for countries to demand new levels of produc-
tivity and efficiency enhancement.

In mid to small sized emerging markets, MNos are 
relatively more likely to play a pre-eminent role in the IoT 
Big data value chain, compared to their equivalents in 
advanced markets, a point emphasised by interviewees in 
such markets. In these markets, such as Indonesia, Turkey 
or Thailand, where either the depth of general ICT skill 
may be limited or the MNo is a major ICT player, ambi-
tions to compete for end to end business opportunity 
may be more realistic for MNos.

Advanced countries in North America and europe as well 
as Japan and Australia, have relatively more competi-
tive, open and complex IoT Big data markets compared 
to many emerging markets.  In these markets it will be 
more difficult for MNos to compete for opportunity in 

every value chain segment (beyond connectivity) by 
confronting other ICT ecosystem players head on.  In 
these markets, strategies to partner with ICT players may 
result in greater success for MNos in addressing more of 
the available market in IoT Big data.  Advanced markets 
are also more likely to see the emergence of IoT Big data 
opportunities focused on specific industries, such as 
manufacturing and mining, where businesses seek new 
ways to operate at lower costs.

developing countries in Asia, Latin America and Africa 
are likely to experience a steadier uptake in IoT Big data 
over the period to 2025.  These countries are also likely to 
experience a relatively greater weighting of opportunity 
in agriculture than elsewhere as agri-industries use IoT to 
harness automation in functions such as irrigation.  In the 
Middle east, as well as in mega-cities around Africa, Asia 
and Latin America, smart city solutions are likely to be a 
key source of demand for IoT Big data solutions.  recent 
evidence suggests that such smart city initiatives are 
beginning to create monetisable opportunity.  emerging 
markets could benefit from automation and predictive 
analytics, such as in municipal services.  

Surya Darmadi,  
Chief Operating Officer, Qlue, Indonesia

We receive bundled  
solutions from MNOs that 

we partner with to ensure that 
every corner of the city is reached 
with our Smart City initiative.

m a R k E t  O p p O R t u N i t y
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In interviews with MNos there was a strong consensus that understanding and addressing unique problems an industry 
or potential end user of IoT Big data faces has correlation with project success. These examples for particular industries 
were provided during interviews:

verizon going End-to-End with particular offshoots in its business – verizon’s relatively new data brokerage 
platform, ThingSpace, is being used by IoT project runners as well as internally by verizon such as its Agtech busi-
ness, which uses the platform to build an end-to-end solution for farmers. Its offerings include analytics services with 
predictive recommendations and a common interface to manage operations, demonstrating verizon are transforming 
its business and pursuing IoT Big data. This example illustrates how some MNos are actively building capabilities in 
IoT beyond  connectivity, often focusing on specific verticals first.

Figure 5: vertical considerations for iot Big Data projects, from interviews

iot innovations need to keep pace with 
production in automotive and be  
forward looking for what lies ahead in  
5 years. motor vehicles are usually  
designed over a 2, 3 or 5 year  
cycle.

understanding the operating  
environment is critical in agriculture iot 
– water tanks, animals, electric fences, 
temperature and weather conditions  
have a great effect on how  
it performs.

IoT in Automotive IoT in Agriculture

Industry-leading MNos, as illustrated in the example from verizon below, may find that they are in a stronger position to 
drive IoT Big data in areas where they have specific insights or skill sets.

The IoT Big Data Revenue Opportunity for Mobile Operators  
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Figure 6: proportion of iot Big Data opportunity in high level vertical 
markets by region (2025)

AGRICULTURE

3% SERVICES

37%
INDUSTRY

58%

AGRICULTURE

5%

AGRICULTURE

10%

Source: PwC analysis based on GSMA Intelligence, World  
Bank & CIA data

“loT Big Data is an opportunity for MNOs to get 
even closer to our customers, understand their 
businesses better and work with them to create 
solutions to business problems and to generate 
new opportunities. ln future, MNOs will play a 
range of roles, from communications provider to 
solution provider to professional service provider. 
We’re entering an era of new value creation op-
portunities for providers and customers alike.” 
 
Andy Penn, CEO, Telstra

“GSMA predicts over 25 billion devices will be  
connected across the globe by 2025 with the 
growth of IoT, most of which will be creating data 
in real time. This heralds the transformation of the 
Internet into an ecosystem that at Orange Busi-
ness Services we call the “Internet of Enterprises.” 
This report is important for the mobile industry, as 
a holistic approach to IoT & Big Data represents a 
massive growth opportunity in the near future.” 
 
helmut Reisinger, CEO, Orange Business Services

SERVICES

47%
INDUSTRY

50%

SERVICES

27%
INDUSTRY

63%
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2. BuILdING eSSeNTIAL  
 CAPABILITIeS

Mobile Network Operators need to extend or build new capabilities to compete for the 
addressable IoT Big Data opportunity, with a particular focus on developing commercial 
capabilities, adapting culture and organisational agility and building technical capabilities. 
Attaining greater capabilities in these areas will equip MNOs to partner better, conceive 
projects and scale IoT Big Data offerings. Figure 7 shows how MNO executives self-as-
sessed their respective capabilities across four key areas of IoT Big Data:

Figure 7: mNO iot Big Data capability, self-assessed (average of mNOs surveyed)

lEADINg

PROgRESSINg

PlANNINg

INFORMED

Aspired level for 3 years’ time  
(PwC analysis)

Attained level
(Self-Assessed)

Skilled
workforce

Data use
and acumen

Tools &
software for
IoT Big Data

Partner
ecosystem and
commercial

Source: PwC analysis
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By focusing on developing new capabilities, MNos have 
an opportunity to create value ‘beyond connectivity’ in 
IoT Big data through:

 Î Committing to a phased approach to scaling IoT Big  
 data, since revenues may not scale quickly at first.

 Î Creating meaningful industry-wide partnerships,   
 such that other ICT players and enterprises  
 recognise MNos for being partners that create value  
 beyond connectivity.  

 Î Being recognised as a trusted supplier for handling  
 IoT traffic complexity over multiple networks, across  
 jurisdictions and for handling sensitive data.

 Î Being the go-to technical specialist of choice for  
 optimised and secure mobile edge computing, a role  
 that MNos should be able to claim as a core  
 capability as networks become more interoperable  
 and complex.

 Î establishing centres of expertise in AI and ML  
 applied to the IoT and/or specific vertical sectors  
 supporting the needs of enterprises.

MNos have expressed a need to increase their skills in building partnerships with other ICT 
companies and industry end users of IoT Big data and make strong cases for change to suc-
ceed in this space. Approaching the market for IoT Big data entails a greater degree of
complexity than required for enterprise communications solutions that MNos are historically 
accustomed to selling. MNos interviewed highlighted the importance of:

2.1 COMMERCIAl CAPABIlITIES

 Î understanding the baseline and potential impact 
from the perspective of a buyer or customer, so that 
stakeholders understand the value to be realised from  
a solution, and how long it will take to conceive and 
implement a solution. This would require MNos  
(either themselves or with their partners) to work with  
customers to understand the current state (e.g. a 10 per 
cent defect rate occurring), the variables that affect it 
(e.g. component quality, operator proficiency, humid-
ity) and the extent to which the organisation can control 
these variables during the project. 

 Î Quantifying IoT Big Data business impact and 
value: rather than scoping and pricing deals on the 
amount of connectivity to be provided, MNos will have 
to migrate to pricing and bundling IoT related services in 
ways that are comparable to customers’ own business 
challenges and kPIs, as well as being simple, scalable and 
profitable (to MNos). whether working within partner-
ships with other ICT or industry players, or by themselves, 

this is a core consultative selling skill MNo sales teams will 
have to develop.

 Î growing importance of pre-sales, post-sales, 
legal and project management will be areas where 
MNos will need to evolve, similar to the way IT companies 
had to between the 1990s to early 2000s. As IoT Big data 
business scales up, deal complexity will increase. MNos 
must be able to address such complexity to earn a share 
of the market in the broader addressable opportunity.

75 per cent of MNOs ranked  
‘developing and justifying the 
IoT Big Data business case’ as a 
top 3 concern in entering the  
opportunity

The IoT Big Data Revenue Opportunity for Mobile Operators  
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 Î Compelling cases for change prioritised over 
Proofs of Concept (PoCs): PoCs are commonplace in the 
world of IoT and more specifically in telecommunications. 
MNos are accustomed to PoCs and pilots. whilst such 
PoCs can generate revenue themselves, in the world of 
IoT Big data, compelling cases for change which address 
multi-dimensional business and change-related issues 
will be key to converting PoCs into scaled implementa-
tions on a broader scale. As opportunities in IoT Big data 
continue to proliferate, working with society and industry 
to understand their problems and work out measurable 
ways to solve them through IoT Big data solutions will  
be more valuable than solely demonstrating new  
technologies.

MNos surveyed appear more focused at present on 
building their own commercial capabilities than on
market competition, since only 20 per cent raised  
‘competition for the market opportunity’ as a  
top concern.

MNOs are developing  
their offerings and sales 

capabilities for IoT Big Data  
and Data Analytics to cater to  
different buying centers in  
contrast to buyers of traditional
mobile services. End users of  
IoT Big Data need to be  
approached differently.

Dr Felix Wunderer,  
VP IoT Products & Services, T-Systems  
International

MNos interviewed highlighted that it is critical for a cultural shift to occur in the mobile  
telecommunications industry when it comes to addressing the IoT Big data opportunity:

2.2 CulTuRAl AND ORgANISATIONAl AgIlITy

 Î Business models: a number of interviewees ex-
plained that MNos must move away from a mindset of 
selling connectivity, at a given average rate per month, to 
delivering value measured through outcomes and priced 
against such outcomes. whilst there are commercial skills 
associated with making this transition (highlighted above) 
the cultural challenge to make this change has been 
highlighted as well.

 Î Cross-industry and partnership collaboration: a 
readiness to collaborate is an area highlighted by execu-
tives, who observed that MNos have done well to adopt 
partnership-oriented models, but that there is more to 
do. europe-based MNo executives expressed a greater 
degree of progress made on openness to collaborate, 
and MNo leaders in Africa and Asia the least.

To partner and to compete 
with other ICT players, we 

have to change our culture and 
DNA to keep pace and play our 
role in the value chain.

Gareth Rees,  
Group GM of Enterprise Products, MTN

The IoT Big Data Revenue Opportunity for Mobile Operators  
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 Î New ways of working: agility and new ways 
of working with data are areas where MNos seek to 
embrace change, whereby traditional organisational 
structures are built around delivering connectivity 
services through “siloed” services organised by domain 
(such as network, product, customer care) are replaced 
with collaboration models that build more agile teams 
around market-facing topics, which can then be realigned 
around other topics in different combinations (such as a 
combination of professionals convened around building 
an industry-specific IoT solution, and later being recon-
figured to address a big data opportunity in another 
vertical).

Rather than just for connec-
tivity solutions, telcos have 

an opportunity to engage with 
automakers at an earlier and more 
strategic level, to be involved in the 
process of rethinking the way we 
architect auto design and discover 
new solutions to known challenges. 
For example, how will 5G change 
paradigms for autonomous vehicle 
design, and what does this mean 
to automakers?

Tony Thomas,  
Group CIO, Nissan Motor Corporation.

As Mobile Network operators seek to establish their role in IoT Big data, it is important that 
their technical skills continue to both deepen and broaden, to ensure they bring value to 
the wider ecosystem. In this context, MNos have to focus on what defines their competitive 
advantages and competencies in playing a valuable and sustainable role, to make them  
effective partners – i.e. to provide and go beyond connectivity by enhancing their skill sets in 
the following key areas:

2.3 TEChNICAl CAPABIlITIES

 Î harnessing data: getting the basics right in enabling 
networks to collect various types of data, providing 
platforms for storing and analysing bulk data from IoT 
devices, and being able to ingest such multiple types of 
data into common, readable and analysable formats. This 
skill is particularly important for MNos wishing to adopt 
an enabling strategy by focusing upon value-added 
services in analytics. The IoT Big data world will consist of 
reading and interpreting data collected from a variety of 
types of sensors and connected devices, including data 
around heat, light, movement, water, air quality, noise and 
spread across numerous industries, including manufac-

turing, agriculture, defence, transport and many others. 
MNos will need to develop mastery over disparate data 
collection, conversion into machine-readable information, 
and assimilation of unstructured data into big data to ac-
cess the peak addressable market opportunity in IoT Big 
data estimated for MNos in 2025.

 Î Data science, bespoke analytics and  
reporting: either complementing partners’ analytics 
skills, or performing these directly, MNos need to develop 
skills in data science such as understanding the needs for 
translating analytics insights into automation.  

The IoT Big Data Revenue Opportunity for Mobile Operators  
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while MNos recognise the need for more skills-based 
development along a number of the topics above, 
interview results show a growing challenge is emerging 
for MNos in talent acquisition for IoT and Big data/Ma-
chine Learning alike. overcoming challenges in recruiting 
and retaining talent covering data science, engineering 
and other business and technology professionals will 
be crucial to ensuring adequate technical experience to 
address the IoT Big data market. executives have noted 
the challenge MNos now face in the war for talent, for ex-
ample for software-defined network engineers for whom 
demand hugely outstrips supply in many organization 
for economic Cooperation and development (oeCd) 
markets today.13  By adopting more assertive strategies 
for IoT Big data, MNos have an opportunity to stimulate 
greater interest amongst emerging talent in the market 
as they expand into new and exciting areas within IoT and 
Big data.  

 Î Providing security over networks: this will be an 
area of increasing demand, both regarding network 
security from interception and hacking, as well as observ-

ing protocols regarding the handling of and inspection 
of personal or confidential data, as well as safeguarding 
national security and IT security, end to end.  Twenty-five 
per cent of MNos surveyed indicated their top concerns 
included building capabilities in Privacy and Security 
as it applies to IoT Big data.  Privacy and security was 
most consistently the top concern of european operators, 
which may in part derive from new regulatory measures 
in the region (i.e. GdPr). MNos have an opportunity to 
develop skills in these domains to productise offerings, 
both to leverage the industry’s reputation as trusted 
mobile carriers and to ensure high quality security to 
enable IoT Big data projects to ensue.  Productisation is 
likely to include the development of applications which 
provide buyers with specific services to enhance privacy 
and security, especially concerning network services but 
also extending to caching and storage.

13 According to one MNo executive, Australia produced 1,100 SdN qualified engineers in 2018, yet the demand in the job market was for 8,000.
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3.  MArkeT deveLoPMeNTS

The majority of MNOs surveyed are already working on making IoT Big Data a material part of revenue in 
the future. From MNO executives surveyed, 75 per cent explained that their company has either conceived 
or launched at least one IoT Big Data offering which is earning revenue or is about to do so. IoT Big Data is 
evidently important to MNOs, with only 10 per cent of executives responding that they are not pursuing the 
opportunity actively as yet. In most cases such offerings are still connectivity-led, but in almost all cases 
MNOs explained that their desire is to go beyond IoT connectivity.

3.1 MOBIlE OPERATORS ARE AlREADy EMBRACINg ROlES BEyOND  
 CONNECTIvITy IN IOT BIg DATA

Figure 8: Where is your organisation in its plan to pursue the 
iot Big Data opportunity?

Source: PwC analysis, World Bank, CIA, GSMA Intelligence

30%

45%

15%

10%

we have launched a solution in IoT Big data and are deriving 

revenue. we plan to scale the offering considering its success 

and are looking into other opportunities to generate value from 

IoT Big data.

we have conceived an offering in IoT Big data and established 

in-house technical and commercial delivery teams or acquired 

assets for the purpose of taking a solution to market.

we have sized the opportunity (e.g. drawn up a business case), 

developed a high level strategy and road map for entering the 

IoT Big data space.

we are aware of use cases of MNos monetising and using Big 

data and are considering entering the IoT Big data space, but 

have no specific plans to do so.
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Globally, Mobile Network operators are beginning to apply their emerging Big data and IoT capabilities to provide a 
variety of use cases across different industries spanning transport, retail, agriculture, health, smart cities and energy, as 
shown below in Figure 9. Such use cases also span alternative functional skills provision, from traffic analysis, to opera-
tional and service improvement, and targeted marketing.

Figure 9: Example mNO iot Big Data use cases by industry and capability

Operational Sk telecom: Sk Plant user  
traffic analysis

AT&T: Network optimisation

vodafone: Network  
operation efficiency

T-Mobile: wireless resources

BT: Security data analytics 
services

France Telecom: Leveraging 
user experience

T-Mobile: user loss alert

China Mobile: Anti-fraud and 
anti-scams in text messages 
and phone calls

Financial
services

vodafone: Mobile banking

AT&T, T-Mobile, verizon: 
Mobile payment

China Telecom: Credit  
evaluation, insurance,  
counter-fraud

China unicom & China Mobile: 
Credit analysis

Transport Telefonica & China unicom:
Smart Steps, customer  
concentration tracking at  
various locations

AT&T: Service Management
platform for smart fleet

T-Mobile: Navigation system, 
accident calling system

Orange: Traffic analysis service

verizon: Hum, roadside assis-
tance and driver monitoring

China Telecom, China  
Mobile: risk monitoring in 
logistics

Retail Telefonica: Smart footprint
tracing customer shopping
locations

Spring: Market insights and 
industry analysis

Health Telenor: predicting & tracing 
disease spread

Telefonica: Contagious 
diseases predictions

NTT: digital Health Consumer 
Platform

China Mobile: Healthcare Big
data services for hospitals in 
diseases treatment, diseases
prevention

Agriculture viettel Mobile, MobiFone,
vinaFone: IoT solution for
vietnam aquaculture farm, 
monitoring livestock

Telefonica: Automated remote 
irrigation system in Spain

Telenor Connexion: Tracvino 
– IoT and other Big data to 
optimise harvest times,
sustainability in southwest
Germany

Smart cities Telefonica: Smart city,  
municipal project
investment analytics services

SFR: disperse audience
traffic in football games

France Telecom: establishing
the public IT systems

kT: Smart Seoul

T-Mobile: Las vegas Smart 
City

China Telecom & China 
Mobile: Smart City / Public
safety surveillance

Energy T-Mobile: energy network
development, analytics

vodafone: Connectivity and
customer/billing platform for
Mobisol smart meters

Source: PwC analysis, Macquarie Research, Forrester
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MNOs see IoT Big Data emerging differently 
across verticals

In the survey on the opportunities in IoT Big data un-
dertaken for this report, MNos were asked to rank their 
industries of interest from first to last preference. Figure 
10 below shows the proportion of MNos surveyed which 
chose specific industries as being those which they would 
seek to target first in IoT Big data.

Manufacturing, logistics and smart cities, (e.g. large-scale, 
‘mission-critical’ IoT projects) were among the highest 
industries of interest from MNos surveyed, with 35 per 
cent ranking manufacturing and industrial IoT as their top 

industry of interest, followed by transport and logistics at 
20 per cent. over half of surveyed MNos placed trans-
port and logistics in their top three industries of choice to 
target for IoT Big data.  

Although smart cities represented a small portion of 
MNos’ top industry preference, 50 per cent ranked it 
either second or third, indicating that whilst MNos see 
smart city projects as having great potential, it will take 
time before such opportunities mature. Agriculture was 
ranked third by 35 per cent of MNos (referred to as 
primary industries), with these responses predominantly 
from Australia and New Zealand (ANZ) and developing 
regions in Africa and South east Asia.

Figure 10: top ranked industries to target for iot Big Data, according to mNOs (% of survey responses)

PRImARY INDUSTRIES 5%
BANkING & INSURANCE 5%

ENERGY & UTILITIES 5%

HEALTH 5%

mANUfACTURING / INDUSTRIAL 30%

AUTOmOTIVE15%

ADVERTISING & CONSUmER10%

TRANSPORT & LOGISTICS20%

PUBLIC SECTOR  
(INCL. SmART CITIES)

5%

Source: PwC analysis
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The energy and utilities sector was ranked with relatively 
low interest from surveyed MNos, with only 10 per cent 
placing it in their top three industries. This signals a 
frustration over the long lead time for utilities to under-
take “brownfield” replacements of large numbers of old 
meters with smart, or sensor-connected meters, often 
taking up to 10 years to work through a typical cohort of 
customer premises in a large and established market. 

Public agencies are seeing opportunities for 
IoT Big Data to create social impact

Governments and development agencies are seeking 
new ways to improve how they design, implement and 
monitor projects through harnessing more accurate, 
timely and accessible information. The proliferation of 
mobile networks combined with new capabilities in lever-
aging mobile and IoT big data presents an opportunity to 
address this problem.  Connected solutions already offer 
unique public impact benefits in developing countries, 
often referred as Big data for Social Good (Bd4SG) and 
offering an important role for MNos.  In the case of ebola, 
“smart” bandages can monitor patients and determine 
medical response. Patterns in migration and interaction 
based on analysing cellular data can also aid in the con-
trol of emerging pandemics. The united States Agency 
for International development (uSAId) has supported 
and employed many IoT solutions via sensor technol-
ogy and analytics to monitor, predict, and protect ebola 
patients in developing countries such as Liberia.14

Currently, some of the most extensive uses of IoT in the 
developing world are in projects involving providing
clean water and/or sanitation, including biosensor net-
works using manual arsenic sensors being used to
monitor water quality,15 and using IoT to record data on 
agricultural water usage and flow rates.16

China has already emerged as an outstand-
ing market for IoT Big Data

despite being an emerging market, China’s adoption of 
IoT connectivity and downstream solutions is outpacing 
that of wealthier, more advanced economic regions such 
as the uS or eu. The relatively rapid emergence of the IoT 
Big data opportunity in China can be attributed to three 
factors:

 Î The Chinese Government has incorporated IoT into 
its economic development agenda. The “Made in China 
2025” and “Internet+” government plans set out strate-
gies for China’s intelligent manufacturing era and for  
expanding the internet ecosystem to incorporate cloud 
and big data applied to specific industrial growth plans. 
For example, China is aiming for long-range connectiv-
ity to be included in 80 per cent of vehicles by 2025, 
and with connection targets for optical systems (optical 
cameras, night vision systems etc.), radar and LidAr, 
positioning systems and semiconductors.

14 PLoS, 2014, Commentary: Containing the ebola outbreak – the Potential and Challenge of Mobile Network data, accessed 29 August 2019
 https://eprints.soton.ac.uk/370053/1/Commentaryebolaoutbreak.pdf
15 Marco Zennaro et al, wireless Sensor Networks: a great opportunity for researchers in developing Countries, accessed 15 August 2019
 http://users.ictp.it/~mzennaro/wSN4d.pdf
16 China Mobile, 2010, China Mobile: enabling a Better Life – Sustainable Future with ICT, accessed 8 August 2019  
 https://www.chinamobileltd.com/en/ir/reports/ar2010/sd2010.pdf
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 Î Chinese ICT players, including Mobile Network op-
erators and network equipment providers, are harnessing 
and combining their skills collaboratively to create the 
first signs of IoT Big data solutions which extend into 
artificial intelligence and machine learning, going “end to 
end” for customers. For example, according to analysts 
China’s telecom operators own 60 per cent of national 
data centre capacity, indicating that MNos in China plan 
to closely couple connectivity with storage17. In addition:

 Ô China Mobile has established a standalone IoT 
business unit, which is separate to the rest of the 
mobile business, to pursue IoT opportunities. The 
company is investing in capabilities which include 
cloud storage, IoT security, analytics and big data 
capabilities. whilst recognising that the revenue 
upside from carriage of data traffic will gradually 
diminish, China Mobile report that revenue from its 
IoT business increased by 43.8 per cent to CNy5.2 
billion by the end of Fy2019, having added 142 mil-
lion connections to total 693 million.18

 Ô China unicom has developed partnerships with 
around 20 automobile manufacturers for “Iov” 

(Internet of vehicles), achieving breakthroughs in 
edge-computing for low latency vehicle control.

 Ô China Telecom’s early move to NB-IoT, providing 
country wide coverage (310,000 NB-IoT enabled 
base-stations) and stability (800MHz frequency 
band with improved in-building penetration and 
wide area coverage) has seen it build a strong enter-
prise client base for its IoT business.19

 Ô IoT penetration is associated with China’s rela-
tively higher readiness for technology and efficiency 
of adoption compared to other emerging markets. 
one factor which may go towards explaining China’s 
accelerated adoption of IoT technologies is its 
strong manufacturing sector,20 with 40 per cent of 
China’s GdP attributed to manufacturing, compared 
to 16 per cent in India. China’s burgeoning markets in 
aerospace technology, high-speed railway, civil and 
military technologies, supercomputing, quantum 
computing and consumer electronics are all indus-
tries which stand to benefit from IoT and Big  
data innovation.

China Mobile’s OneNET:  
over 30 million connected devices and 20,000 IoT applications (including for Internet of vehicles, environmen-
tal monitoring, agriculture and manufacturing) are using the oneNeT platform, which provides IoT connectivity 
in 346 Chinese cities.

According to China Mobile, one enterprise customer has used oneNeT successfully to significantly decrease 
r&d and server deployment costs and achieve parallel management of over 50,000 connected devices.

other users of oneNeT have used the platform to enable shared economies (through remote customer access
management), smart city initiatives, real-time monitoring for safety appliances in the home and agri-tech 
solutions. For instance, data collected from sensors on agricultural sites  which send raw data to the oneNeT 
platform, which monitors and interprets data received, and based on preset conditions, triggers actions such as 
smartly controlled irrigation once soil moisture levels reach a minimum.

17 Iox, Macquarie research, March 2018
18 Mobile world Live, 2019, China Mobile profit tumbles as data growth stalls, accessed 13 September 2019  
 https://www.mobileworldlive.com/asia/asia-news/china-mobile-profit-tumbles-as-data-growth-stalls/
19 Macquarie research, 2018, Iox, p 81
20 India Brand equity Foundation and Statista
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MNos are seeking to develop distinct roles in new industries, such as vehicle automation. In major markets, such as the 
uS and China, the move towards IoT enabled automobiles is supported by policy measures to encourage innovation and 
technology development, and MNos in these markets are exploring the roles they can play. Low latency and high perfor-
mance 5G network connectivity provides a core role for MNos in connected vehicles, and from this base, operators such 
as AT&T, vodafone and China unicom are developing wider roles across the IoT Big data value chain for vehicles. A major 
Asian auto manufacturer has explained that they are supported by a mobile operator to provide speech to text transla-
tion services for vehicles, another example of where MNos are developing data-rich applications to provide business 
value to customers beyond connectivity.

Figure 11: spotlight on auto iot

Providing connectivity for IoT projects such as in the above examples allows MNOs to develop  
vertical depth which can position them to provide value-added services, such as generating  
transformative insights from data collected.
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Edge-computing is of high value in IoV: 
China Unicom has major partnerships with 
circa 20 automakers for IoV, owing to its  
breakthroughs in edge-computing – a key 
technology in meeting IoV requirements due 
to lower latency. It also has partnerships with 
major digital content providers in China – 
which IoV partners can use to offer attractive 
infotainment services.

“Internet of Vehicles” (IoV)  is in the na-
tional agenda for US and Chinese govern-
ments, with the Chinese Government aiming 
for long range connectivity to be available 
in 80 per cent of vehicles by 2025 and local 
governments in the US (such as Los Angeles) 
synchronising thousands of traffic signals to 
improve IoV operating conditions.

Retail automotive examples show how MNOs 
can leverage their existing customer base 
in IoT: working with 10+ major automakers 
worldwide, AT&T enables connected cars to 
be added onto its mobile share data plan for 
only US$10/month.

Source: PwC analysis, Macquarie Research
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MNos face distinct challenges in realising the full scale of the IoT Big data opportunity. key 
challenges being faced across the industry are highlighted below:

3.2 OPERATORS ARE ADDRESSINg kEy ChAllENgES IN IoT BIg DATA

 Î going beyond IoT trials: some operators are 
considering how they will scale their role beyond basic 
connectivity, whether by acquiring capabilities or part-
nering with other ICT and industry players. Addressing 
these questions is critical for MNos and a key priority is 
to “make market trials and pilots count”, moving beyond 
proving out use cases to establishing precedents which 
can be scaled competitively and commercially.

 Î Agility and culture: while MNos develop specific 
skills in this new space, the industry recognises that 
pivoting towards IoT Big data requires cultural shifts to 
respond to new market opportunities. diverse strate-

gies are emerging in the telecoms industry, with some 
MNos focusing on partnerships and others developing or 
acquiring new capabilities, new ways of working and  
co-design of IoT solutions with customers and partners.

 Î Business case: operator management teams and 
boards, under pressure to sustain the industry’s impec-
cable record of revenue and profit growth, are concerned 
that current and near-term IoT revenue streams remain 
small for most MNos (at present IoT revenues, principally 
based on connectivity, in the mobile industry still account 
for less than 1 per cent of operator total revenue).
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The strategies beyond connectivity span roles in enabling IoT Big data to transforming businesses and consumer experi-
ences through MNos providing more comprehensive and integrated end to end plays across the IoT Big data value 
chain. These strategies may be referred to as “enable” and “Transform”:21

ENABlE describes the poten-
tial for MNos to leverage their experi-
ence in data collection and analysis, 
security, distribution and deployment, 
device provisioning, billing, data management 
platforms and services including cloud and edge 
storage to specialise in an area of IoT Big data 
beyond connectivity to enable projects.

In this strategy, MNos provide select offerings 
across the IoT Big data value chain adjacent to 
their connectivity role, and, deepen their expertise 
in the prescribed domains to provide a special-
ised service to enable IoT Big data products. For 
instance, MNos may draw upon their experience in 
data management platforms and cloud and edge 
storage to deliver a role as platform provider. In 
addition, they can leverage their experience in data 
security, device provisioning or billing to provide 
professional services to design and dimension the 
connectivity elements of IoT Big data projects.

21 These strategies bear reference to the roles beyond connectivity which can be played by MNos in IoT, ‘empower’ and ‘transform’ contained in the  
 following report, co-authored by the IdC and the GSMA: https://www.gsma.com/iot/resources/iot-opportunities-report/

TRANSFORM  
 
represents the potential for MNos 
to take a leading role across a wider 
scope of the IoT Big data opportunity, going  
beyond the enable strategy. MNos pursuing a 
Transform strategy contest opportunity in IoT  
Big data by competing or partnering with IT  
companies, platform players and major profes-
sional services firms, often applying more  
vertical-specific capabilities as well (for example  
in health or logistics).

ENABlE  
 
describes the potential for MNos to 
leverage their experience in data col-
lection and analysis, security, distribution and  
deployment, device provisioning, billing, data  
management platforms and services including 
cloud and edge storage to specialise in an area 
of IoT Big data beyond connectivity to enable 
projects.

In this strategy, MNos provide select offerings 
across the IoT Big data value chain adjacent to 
their connectivity role, and, deepen their expertise 
in the prescribed domains to provide a special-
ised service to enable IoT Big data products. For 
instance, MNos may draw upon their experience in 
data management platforms and cloud and edge 
storage to deliver a role as platform provider. In 
addition, they can leverage their experience in data 
security, device provisioning or billing to provide 
professional services to design and dimension the 
connectivity elements of IoT Big data projects.
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4. NexT STePS

To build a sustainable role in IoT Big Data beyond connectivity, MNOs must focus on  
creating and capturing value, forming closer working relationships with other ICT  
players, and being bolder in shaping the market. Building on themes in this report,  
next steps around these three topics are explained below.

 

4.1 CREATINg AND CAPTuRINg vAluE

 

Mobile Network Operators must take clearer steps to understand the IoT Big Data opportunity better in the context  
of the markets and industries in which they operate. Many operators are involved in proofs of concept and trials  
involving IoT and Big Data, but there is further opportunity to focus activities on value creation as well as proving  
technical challenges in trials, for example:

 Î MNos in China have demonstrated how a focus 
on specific manufacturing or industrial value chains can 
yield commercial dividends, by committing time and skills 
to understand industrial processes, designing solutions 
which address problems and create value (for example, 
through cost savings or risk reduction). Involvement in in-
dustry ecosystems is paying dividends: by 2018, as much 
as 33 per cent of big data revenue for Chinese MNos was 
being generated from financial services, retail and gov-
ernment sectors, while only 27 per cent was attributed to 
internal MNo uses22, indicating that Chinese MNos have 
moved quickly into creating external value which they 
can monetise.

 Î Many smart city initiatives, the subject of much 
discussion, are frustrating MNos who are seeking to 
provide solutions beyond connectivity, since the gesta-
tion period for city deals is long and complicated. MNos 
can work more closely with city councils and ICT partners 
in understanding citizen needs and using these insights 
to design smart city services. They should leverage these 
engagements to conduct trials that build service offer-
ings that can scale up. MNo focus must shift to service 

offerings that users will be willing to pay for, rather than 
simply proving technical outcomes.

 Î In North America and europe, operators such as 
vodafone have inserted themselves into the development 
cycle for auto design, gradually integrating themselves 
into situations where they are jointly involved in solu-
tion design for connected vehicles of the future. To date, 
much of the pay-off is restricted to connected cars with 
SIM cards as well as devices which enable tracking. How-
ever, this is positioning MNos for greater value creation in 
future. In the same segment, for example, China unicom 
has begun to explore opportunity beyond connectivity 
by applying edge computing to connected vehicles.

 Î A number of MNos have identified data brokerage 
platforms as a route to monetisation, including deutsche 
Telekom, Telstra and verizon. In these cases, MNos are 
not only looking to monetise data but to utilise derived 
analytical insights to create end to end solutions for 
industries, such as agriculture. Such activities provide an 
example of how some MNos are envisioning a role in data 
analytics and insights to identify and capture value.

22 Iox, Macquarie Bank, April 2018
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4.2 FORMINg ClOSER RElATIONShIPS ACROSS ICT CAPABIlITIES

 

This leads to the second consideration, that MNOs must take steps to form more meaningful partnerships and combi-
nations across ICT capabilities. MNOs will seldom be able to create value beyond connectivity without some restruc-
turing of their organisations to broaden activities beyond the traditional connectivity focus. As MNOs venture into 
generating new value from IoT and Big Data, a fresh perspective on partnerships and capabilities expansion is critical, 
for example:

 Î orange and Telefonica have acquired data analytics 
businesses. Telefonica’s acquisition of Synergic Partners 
led to the launch of the Telefonica data unit ‘LuCA’ in 
201623.

 Î Chinese MNos’ investment in data centre capacity. 
Providing examples of how MNos are recognising the 
value in integrating their connectivity service capability 
with a wider set of ICT capability to capture more value.

 Î AT&T’s goal to embed connectivity into uS-supplied 
vehicles in order to provide an IoT-connected experience 
to car owners, by building relationships with automotive 
oeMs (such as Audi and General Motors) and banking 
on the expectation that over 75 per cent of cars shipped 
globally will be connected by 202024.

23 Marco Zennaro et al, wireless Sensor Networks: a great opportunity for researchers in developing Countries, accessed 15 August 2019
 http://users.ictp.it/~mzennaro/wSN4d.pdf
 https://www.telefonica.com/en/web/press-office/-/telefonica-launches-luca-its-new-big-data-unit-for-corporate-customers
24 Iox, Macquarie Bank, April 2018
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4.3 BEINg BOlDER IN ShAPINg ThE MARkET

IoT Big Data represents a new market opportunity which is not currently well understood by businesses, telecom 
operators or governments. MNOs have an important opportunity (and responsibility) to shape a better understanding 
of IoT Big Data, for example:

 Î Some MNos are extending the culture of using data 
in managing networks and internal operations to creating 
value for customers and enterprises, such as Chinese 
operators, by aggressively recruiting data specialists and 
software-defined network engineers into the business, 
and being prepared to compete in the labour market to 
attract the best talent.

 Î Leading MNos, referred to throughout this report, 
are confidently partnering in the ecosystem with other 
ICT players. These MNos are prepared to collaborate and 
acquire new skills, investing time and resources in seeking 
out value, and are prepared to learn from mistakes as 
they innovate in this new market.

 Î MNo management teams must spend more time 
educating their boards, to secure longer term commit-
ment to pursue these rich opportunities which may take 
time to mature over the next few years.

 Î Many businesses have a limited or partial under-
standing of the potentially significant impact of IoT Big 
data, and this presents an opportunity for MNos to work 
with partners to shape the view of business customers 
through commercially focused case studies and trials.

 Î Many Governments have a limited understanding  
of, or even scepticism for, the benefits offered by IoT  
Big data, and MNos have to take bolder steps to help 
policy makers see the benefit of both IoT and big data. 
Applications for IoT big data are likely not well under-
stood, and MNos must be more forthcoming in investing 
time and effort in defining and addressing key problems, 
so that they can steer policy makers towards successful 
outcomes.

IoT Big data presents a generational opportunity for MNos to leverage their fundamental role in connecting the world 
into a future which expands well beyond connectivity. over the next few years, MNos must be active in taking steps to 
demonstrate they can compete for the opportunity to transform economy and society, and benefit fully from a period of 
significant digital evolution.
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5. ANNex: MArkeT SIZING  
 APProACH

5.1 DATA SOuRCES FOR IOT BIg DATA MARkET SIzINg 

Market sizing data used for this report includes data from:

 Î GSMA Intelligence on the global IoT market opportunity in 2015 to 2025 (May 2018)25

 Î wikibon research on the global Big data market opportunity in 2020 to 2025 (March 2018)26

These were supplemented with other data from the World Economic Forum, the United States Central Intelligence 
Agency and the World Bank from which regional economic and technological indicators were used to better  
understand the drivers for potential addressable market size in IoT Big Data for MNOs from 2020 to 2025.

5.2 vAluE ChAIN ANAlySIS FOR IOT BIg DATA MARkET SIzINg

key assumptions on addressable market percentages for each area of the IoT Big data value chain were calculated 
based on internally generated insights and industry experience of Subject Matter experts at PwC and further supported 
by desktop research. wide ranging industry interviews with around 20 leading executives from mobile operator  
companies, technology companies and end user companies of IoT Big data were conducted. These interviews were 
complemented by a market survey designed and distributed by PwC specifically for preparing this report. Together, 
these were used to derive and validate key assumptions and develop scenarios associated with the estimates, these 
led to the market share estimates as shown below which applied to the revenue estimates from GSMA Intelligence and 
wikibon research.

25 GSMA Intelligence, 2018, IoT: the $1 trillion revenue opportunity.
26 wikibon research, 2018, wikibon’s 2018 Big data Analytics Trends and Forecast.
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IoT BIg DATA vAluE ChAIN SEgMENTS TOTAl ESTIMATED MARkET (2025, $M) 
ESTIMATED MNO  
ADDRESSABlE MARkET 
ShARE (2025)

ESTIMATED MNO  
ADDRESSABlE  
MARkET (2025, $M)

Platforms 71,654 45% 32,263

Cloud & Hardware 224,502 21% 47,789

Applications 287,375 27% 77,635

Analytics & Big data software 202,878 54% 110,432

Professional Services (IoT & Big data) 329,657 36% 118,424

Total ‘Beyond Connectivity’ 1,116,065 35% 386,544

Connectivity 51,173 100% 51,173

Total IoT 1,167,239 38% 437,717

Figure 12: mNO addressable market for 2025 Source: GSMA Intelligence, Wikibon Research, PwC analysis

MNO ADDRESSABlE IoT MARkET
glOBAl ($M) 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

Platforms 3,959 7,979 11,562 21,741 32,263

Cloud & Hardware 9,514 16,476 25,002 35,403 47,789

Applications 13,340 24,337 38,608 56,492 77,635

Analytics & Big data software 11,999 24,519 43,506 71,607 110,432

Professional Services 16,501 31,691 52,210 80,911 118,424

IoT Beyond Connectivity 55,314 105,002 170,888 266,155 386,544

Connectivity 35,256 40,039 45,267 48,958 51,173

Total IoT 90,570 145,040 216,154 315,112 437,717

Source: GSMA Intelligence, Wikibon Research, PwC analysisFigure 13: mNO addressable market from 2021 to 2025
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5.3 REgIONAl AND vERTICAl ANAlySIS FOR IoT BIg DATA  
 MARkET SIzINg

regional and vertical analysis of the opportunity was conducted to inform research for this report. Firstly, efficiency 
enhancement and technology readiness indicators from the world economic Forum was applied to IoT intensity indices 
provided from PwC across three high level sectors, Agriculture, Industry and Services, to gauge the relative intensity 
and readiness for IoT across nations and between verticals in those regions. The resultant indicator for each country 
per vertical was multiplied by the country’s share of regional GdP and the regional IoT market opportunity in 2025, as 
forecasted by GSMA Intelligence.

Figure 14: calculation for regional iot Big Data market analysis

The results of the country by country analysis informed interview discussions, added context to survey insights and were 
used to guide research and support recommendations made in this report.

IoT intensity and 
readiness indicator, per 
country per vertical

Country share of  
regional GdP

regional IoT market
opportunityx x
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About the gSMA

The GSMA represents the interests of mobile operators 
worldwide, uniting more than 750 operators with over 
350 companies in the broader mobile ecosystem, includ-
ing handset and device makers, software companies, 
equipment providers and internet companies, as well as 
organisations in adjacent industry sectors. The GSMA 
also produces the industry leading MwC events held an-
nually in Barcelona, Los Angeles and Shanghai, as well as 
the Mobile 360 Series of regional conferences. 

For more information, please visit the GSMA corporate 
website at www.gsma.com. 

Follow the GSMA on Twitter: @GSMA.

NOTE TO READERS

PwC refers to PricewaterhouseCoopers Consulting  
(Australia) Pty Limited. each member firm is a separate 
legal entity. Please see www.pwc.com/structure for 
further details. This content is for general information 
purposes only, and should not be used as a substitute for 
consultation with professional advisors. Liability limited 
by a scheme approved under Professional Standards 
Legislation.
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